
If your safety harness is weighing you down,

LIGHTEN UP



We feel your pain.

Introducing the

For decades, safety harness designers have 
prioritised one thing above all else: protecting 
you during a fall. This focus has led us to innovate 
powerful technology to get at-height workers home 
safely, day-in and day-out. 

Better safety is great, but more technology can mean 
less mobility and comfort and added weight on your 
shoulders, leaving you feeling sore, fatigued and less 
productive by the end of the workday.

It’s time somebody saw this from your point of view.

The most comfortable,  
lightest-wearing, truly innovative  
safety harness ever created.



ExoFit STRATA™ delivers:

LESS SHOULDER WEIghT
WHILE STANDING*

VIRTUALLY NO IMPACT 
ON RANGE OF MOTION 
OR BODY TEMPERATURE

LESS SHOULDER WEIghT
WHILE REACHING*

Seeing things from  
your perspective.
It’s impossible to develop the perfect safety harness 
without getting your hands dirty. That’s why we spent 
thousands of hours researching, collaborating with 
specialists and, most importantly, talking to actual 
at-height workers in the field. The result was the 
ExoFit STRATA™: the perfect combination of advanced 
safety features and an impossibly lightweight feel.

Tested and proven,  
in the lab and in the field.
After receiving positive feedback from users on the job,  
we knew it was time to put the ExoFit STRATA™ to the 
ultimate test. We partnered with researchers from the 
Sweere Center for Clinical Biomechanics and Applied 
Ergonomics at Northwestern Health Sciences University, 
and pitted the ExoFit STRATA™ against the Miller® 
AirCore™ and FallTech® FlowTech® safety harnesses. 
The results speak for themselves.

Total comfort & productivity,  
all day long.

*Compared to Miller® AirCore™ harness



KEEPS YOUR BACK

UNLEASHES YOUR

MOBILITY

DOWN LOOSE ENDS
LOCKS

POLARMESH™ PADDING
Allows greater airflow to your back, providing 
superior breathability to keep you cool.

Easily stores excess webbing, locking it in place and 
out of your way while maintaining the perfect fit.

Stores additional excess webbing and provides 
an extra layer of security around your legs.

COOL

REVOLVER™ VERTICAL TORSO ADJUSTER 

TRI-LOCK REVOLVER™ CONNECTORS 



SECURES YOUR

TECH-LITE™ALUMINUM 
SIDE & DORSAL D-RINGS
Maximise reliability without adding extra weight.

SAFETY

Simplifies connecting and disconnecting your  
personal self retracting line.

CONNECTS
YOU QUICKLY
EZ-LINK™ QUICK 
SRL ADAPTER

Redistributes the weight from pressure points  
on your shoulders and spreads it out to the base 
of your hips.

FREES YOUR
SHOULDERS
LIFTECH™ LOAD 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM



EZ-Link™ Quick SRL Adapter
The EZ-Link™ quick SRL adapter lets you quickly attach 
personal self retracting lifelines into a durable connection 
point, while keeping your dorsal D-ring available. That means 
no more messing around with your webbing to connect SRL’s. 
It reduces connection and disconnection time up to 80% 
compared to competitive harnesses.

LIFTech™ Load Distribution System
The revolutionary LIFTech™ load distribution system features 
an adjustable “spine” that lifts the weight off your shoulders 
and transfers it to the base of your torso. Tests resulted in 
a reduction of forces on shoulders up to 85% compared 
to leading competitor harnesses, including the FallTech® 
FlowTech and Miller® AirCore™. That means more comfort 
and productivity with less fatigue all day long.

Front Snap D-Ring
The front D-ring snaps into a vertical position for use with  
fall arrest or vertical systems. When not in use, it easily 
stores flat against the chest strap to keep it stowed and  
out of the way.

Lanyard Keepers
The highly durable breakaway lanyard keepers automatically 
reset when hooks are pulled out. They’re conveniently 
designed to be adjusted to any position or placement along 
the webbing.

HEAVY ON FEATURES. LIGHT ON YOUR BACK.



For more information  
visit www.exofitstrata.eu

Harness Styles

The ExoFit STRATA™ redistributes the weight 
from pressure points on your shoulders 
and spreads it out to the base of your hips, 
helping reduce soreness and fatigue.

ExoFit STRATA™ 
Construction  
Style Harness

Tri-Lock Revolver™ 
buckles, back, front  
and side D-rings.

Small 1114049
Medium 1114050
Large 1114051
XL 1114052

ExoFit STRATA™  
Rescue Style

Tri-Lock Revolver™ buckles, 
back, front and side 
D-rings, shoulder rescue 
attachment points.

Small 1114045
Medium 1114046
Large 1114047
XL 1114048

Rescue Positioning Lanyard

Confined space lanyard for use with rescue harness 
incorporating shoulder D-rings.  Use for vertical lifts in 
confined space or rescue situations. Built in spreader 
bar keeps shoulder straps  from being pulled in during 
use. With steel snaphooks 19 mm opening. 
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CUSTOMER SERVICES

GLOBAL LEADER IN FALL PROTECTION

Capital Safety is the Global leader in fall
protection equipment, systems and anchors.
Capital Safety est le leader mondial en matière d’équipement,
de systèmes et d’ancrages de protections antichute.

Capital Safety ist weltweit führend auf dem Gebiet von
Absturzsicherungsausrüstung, -systemen und Anschlagmöglichkeiten.

Capital Safety es el líder mundial en equipos,
sistemas y anclajes de protección contra caídas.

Capital Safety is wereldleider in valbeveiligingsapparatuur,
-systemen en verankeringen.

Capital Safety è leader globale nell’anticaduta per
dispositivi di protezione individuale, sistemi e ancoraggi.

Capital Safety är globala inom utrustning,
system och förankringar för fallskydd.
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